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A recent trip to Manor Farm shows us what `Big Boys Toys ` really are!
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Next club night, 30th July ........ Bring your car.
AGM 24th September Come and have your say, it`s YOUR club.

Your Chairman's only excuse for this Chair Chat and the News letter being late is that he wanted to
display his 1931 Armstrong Siddeley Tourer at the 100 th Anniversary assembly, as OC wanted 100
cars at the event in the War Memorial Gardens in Coventry. The effort was worthwhile there were
103 Siddeleys (as the owners like to call them) at the final count. We were also able to enjoy a
flypast by the BoB Lancaster.
Friday, 5th July saw six A7s and a Mazda 5 assemble at Vegetable Matters in Yubberton, as the
locals call Ebrington, for a coffee before setting off on a circuitous drive to the Swan in Broadway,
where we enjoyed an excellent lunch. After lunch, more off-roading and we finished at Manor Farm
to view some large agricultural and transport equipment. One quad-track track is the same size as
an A7, see photo. Afterwards some of us enjoyed a delicious afternoon cream tea on the terrace at
Dumbleton Hall Hotel, thanks to John Russell.
3 2 people ordered fish and chips for the June club event and like last year it was piping hot and
very good. Fortunately I had added one extra, just in case. Two people arrived late, something to
do with road works, but they were pleased to share the last one!
Bristol A7C is holding its Annual Rally at the Atwell Wilson Motor Museum on the w/e 20 and 21st
July. It will also be the opening of the Jack French Garage within the museum, on the Sunday at
1.30pm. MA7C members have been heavily involved in the dismantling, restoration and reerection
of the garage. Take a trip down to Calne SN11 0NF to view their efforts.
The Stoke Prior Steam Rally is w/e 15/16 Sept where the club will have a stand. See the entry form
elsewhere in this newsletter and please advise Bob Prophet which day(s) you are attending.
Do NOT forget 24th September club night is the AGM. It is your club and the committee needs your
ideas, support and comments. So come along and have your say.
That's all for now.

Happy Austineering Brem

*** WANTED *** WANTED *** WANTED *** WANTED ***
CLUB REGALIA ORGANISER
Sheila Turner has announced that she will be retiring as Regalia Organiser shortly, so we need a
volunteer (or volunteers) to take on the role. Any interested party, please make yourself known to
a Committee Member, as soon as possible. Sheila is happy to hand over contact details and tips of
the trade to the new incumbent. As Chairman, I would like to take this opportunity to thank Sheila
for all her hard work with the Regalia, a role she has held for over 10 years.
PLEASE HELP IF YOU CAN

PLEASE HELP IF YOU CAN

Company No 6803165

The Companies Act 1985 to 1989

Midlands Austin Seven Club Ltd (MA7C Ltd)
(A Company Limited by guarantee and not having a share capital)
Annual General Meeting
Tuesday 24th September 2019
NOTICE is hereby given that the 9th Annual General Meeting of The Midlands Austin Seven Club
Ltd will take place in the Village Hall at Beoley at 8 pm on Tuesday 24th September 2019 for the
following purposes:
1. To receive and consider the report of the Directors for the end of year 31st January 2018
2. To receive Notification of the accounts for the financial year ending 31st January 2018
3. The Election of Directors (note 1)
4. The Election of the Committee (note 2)
5. To consider any other business notified in accordance with the Company's articles of
Association (note 3).

By order of the Board
R S Prophet
Secretary
7th June 2019
Notes:
1. Two directors were elected at the 2012 AGM. These directorships, which are now held by R
Bremner-Smith "Chairman" and I Devey "Treasurer", will not be up for re-election at the meeting.
2. Members are encouraged to stand as members of the Committee; those wishing to do so should
notify the Secretary in writing of their willingness to serve not less than 14 days prior to the AGM;
they should have the support of one proposer and one seconder, both of whom should be full
members of MA7C Ltd.
3. Only items which have been included in the agenda for the AGM and notified to the Secretary
not less than 14 days prior to the AGM may be discussed during the formal part of the AGM. The
board has the discretion over the detail of the agenda.

Support your club!
**************************************
ED, Sorry for the delay in getting this news letter out but due to holidays and
technical hitches we have had a bit of a struggle.

Below is the provisional Agenda for the Annual General Meeting 2019.
If any member wishes to raise any point not shown, s/he is asked to contact the Secretary
soonest.
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
TO BE HELD AT BEOLEY VILLAGE HALL
AT 8 PM ON TUESDAY 24th SEPTEMBER 2019
AGENDA
1. Welcome

2. Apologies

3. Minutes of the Last Meeting

4. Matters Arising

5. Reports:

 Chairman
 Secretary
 Treasurer
 DVLA
 Editor
 Membership
 Regalia
 Spares
 Website
6. Awards
7. Forthcoming Events
8. Appointment of Officers
9. AOB
10. Date of Next Annual General Meeting – Tuesday 29th September 2020

Milton Keynes Museum Evening Meet

Waiting for the public to arrive

The Vikings

The Apothecary

Lots of different periods were represented

One of the encampments

Another encampment

Classic Stony at Stony Stratford on June 2nd

Our friend Mike’s unusual Volvo Estate
A trio of MG’s

Booked cars were in the Market Square
John’s van surrounded again

The prize winning Lotus Elan and behind a special Lotus Seven

More vehicles in Cofferidge Close

From John and Angela

Don`t book tickets yet, club discount offer is on its way!

Dates for your diary
 Tues 30 Jul: Evening Rally Bring your car.
 Tues 27 Aug: Bring an Interesting Item
 Sat/Sun 15th Sept Stoke Prior, MA7C presence (see entry form)

 Tues 24 Sep: AGM





Sun 20 Oct: Autumn Leaves. Start at The Ranch
Tues 29 Oct: Bring 'n Buy
Tues 26 Nov: RNLI talk
Tues 10 Dec: Christmas Meal

HISTORIC VEHICLE TAX RENEWAL
Having seen much correspondence in recent months from FBHVC amongst others on the subject of
the need for an MoT test for historic vehicles and having tried (and failed) to renew my tax this
month thinking that all was well, I spoke to DVLA and the penny has now dropped. My vehicle
Registration Certificate (V5C) and the vehicle Tax Reminder (V11Z) show that my vehicle is
classed as a Historic Vehicle: we all know that such vehicles do not have to be MoT'd so I was
somewhat surprised when my renewal was refused. However, all is now clear: we all have to
complete DVLA Form V112 on which the owner certifies that the vehicle in question is exempt the
MoT test because of (in our case) the vehicle's age.
This is straightforward but why is it necessary when the V5C shows already that it is classed as
historic? The owner certifies on the form that, under category R, the vehicle has not been
'substantially changed' in the last 30 years: ie it is still basically as it was when it came off the
production line although certain updates and modifications for reasons of safety are permitted. The
fitting of a larger engine of the same type (if one is/was available such as the 948cc or 1098cc for
the Morris Minor) is permitted and the vehicle still counts as a historic vehicle but the fitting of a
Ferrari engine (if you could!) to an Austin 7 could mean that the vehicle is no longer historic and
would become a modern car. Similarly, the fitting of a non-standard gearbox could render the car
ineligible.
To save yourself hassle, get hold of Form V112 (available by post or online) and take it with your
tax reminder to your local Post Office to renew your tax; alternatively, renew your tax online when
you will be asked to make the declaration online. Whilst most of us are being honest and running
genuine historic vehicles, DVLA are aiming for the owner who modifies his/her vehicle in such a
way that it is no longer historic but still claims the benefits of cheap insurance, free tax and no
MoT. Quite right, too: we don't want these dishonest owners ruining our reputation and possibly
causing our historic vehicle enjoyment to be curtailed!

************************************
Light Car Summer Rally
For its Summer Rally weekend the Light Cars revisited a member near Rugby with his own narrow-gauge
railway around his grounds and a steam launch on the lake. Fortunately a Stanley Steamcar came along
to complete the ensemble. The weather did its best to upset the proceedings, but when we arrived for the
Sunday Tour most campers managed to extract themselves, the weather behaved itself, and some 60
vintage machines filled the Rally and, for us less adventuress types, the Tour class, for a 70 mile meander
around Leicestershire.
Austin 7s were in the majority of course (at least three MA7C members) but entries ranged from 1909
Renault to 1930 MGM, 25 manufacturers represented including the 1914 Bedelia shown at the start. The
big lever is the clutch – it tightens the driving belt, while the brave (or foolish?) co-pilot sits nearest the
accident and is armed with a stick to lever the belt from the slow pulley to slower. The optimistic owner
was aiming to beat his 10 mile record for uninterrupted travel, and although we saw him spannering in a
lay by at 3 miles he eventually reached 25. Well done!

The huge 1916 Packard Twin Six was perhaps rather large for some of the Leicestershire lanes, but a
comfortable ride, while the Stanley Steamer showed a fine turn of speed, sounding like a very quiet
railway engine. The postilion’s box at the back must be rather uncomfortable in the rain.

Only a couple of cars had to be retrieved,
the event was voted a success by most.
Robin Boyce

A photo from the past, do you recognise anyone? It was sent by Hazel Purcell and I think I am correct in
saying it is the 1992 John O Groats to Lands End Run MA7C contingent.

Thank you from me, Sandra Francis, Richmond Retirement Village, Wood
Norton, Evesham, and Pancreatic Cancer Action.
I would like to say a huge thank you to Brem for organising members of the Club to join me at the
Richmond Retirement Village, Wood Norton on Thursday 27th June to display our cars for the
staff and residents of the Village. A huge thank you to the members who gave up a beautiful
sunny afternoon to come along. Those who wanted to, were shown the amazing facilities
available at the Village, and we were then all treated to a lovely afternoon tea. A massive £243.85
was raised for Pancreatic Cancer Action with a bring and buy and a raffle on the day. The main
prize was won by a gentleman who had once owned an Austin 7 and his prize was a ride with me
in the 7, but when the time came he had taken to his bed bless him, so I am returning another day
to take him for a spin!!
I think we all agreed that we aren't quite ready for retirement village life yet, but that the facilities
are wonderful.

Rally Scene.
June the first was greeted with anticipation for a round of the hill climb championship. Some of the
fastest cars participating ensured complete competitive action. Arriving just gone ten already cars were
testing the hill. Directed to where classics and exotics were on parade, the front line put us opposite the
entrance. Entering the circuit Gary said this looks interesting as we picked our way through competition
cars and entered the pits proper taking care not to get run over. Some time was spent on the start line
eventually walking the hill, reaching the esses we celebrated with a pint and viewed the spectacular
vista as competitors ascended the hill. Times began to fall leaving us witness to some very fast times.
Lunch over we returned to the pit area and more dramatic action. High revs drop the clutch, one broke a
chain and was recovered from the start line to return later. Leaving late afternoon we enjoyed shirt
sleeve order all the way.

O Others congregate at the start to prove their pedigree.

Taken by official Photographer.

Our first port of call.

Coventry Motor Fest the following day proved the complete opposite being windy and eventually wet.
Parked at the top of Hertford Street partly undercover, this did not prevent the rain driving in.

Parked in an orderly manner, everyone for
breakfast.

Entering High street, this very nice Rover
sport saloon.

A trip around the area found this D Type
relaxing in Grey friars.

In close proximity this Jaguar demanded attention too.
The following Sunday saw us at Wollaton Hall for the pre war A7 rally. Good weather prevailed after
some heavy rain the day before. With a good auto jumble and lots of renewed acquaintances it was past
lunch time and to the Rodney.

MGA, lovely detailed presentation.

TR 5 also looking brilliant.

Father's day at the Banbury run starting at Gaydon. 457 booked in there were some vacant spots but not
many.

7.30, and this eager participant already on parade.

Rain moved away leaving broken cloud
and warm sun. OEC rider,checking route
at the start.

Already on their way out of Gaydon,
along the new spine road.

This 1925 Husqvarn
unfortunately did not
make it out of the
paddock.
Leamington web site was
closed, report from
another possibly.

Rikk Harrison.
*********************************************************************

Sadly For Sale
The late Christopher Baggaley’s rare 1934 Austin 7 Pearl Cabriolet.
Owned since 1976 when she was lovingly and fully restored.
She is in good running order, but now needs some tlc.
Will include any spares.

Sensible offers to reflect her rarity.

Please contact Barbara Hayes on 01386 840495 or 07746 958835

................................................................

Part 5 of the Restoration of FAE 588
A small success whilst I was doing a bit of tiding up and general checking out of the various bits of
stuff that came with the car, I discovered a small plastic bag which had a label on it which said, “take
care, small nuts and bolts inside”. I opened said bag and sure enough there were lots of
miscellaneous nuts and bolts that had been saved by the previous owner from dismantling activities.
Most of these I recognised from holes I’d noticed around the body work of the car, particularly in the
engine bay area but look! surprise and surprise , oh joy! 6 little red painted set screws which, when I
checked them fitted the top of the petrol tank sender unit which I had earlier found loose on top of
the tank. Now, only another car restorer can truly experience the joy of finding something that prior
to the find he/she had been resigned to having to face the difficulty of acquiring replacements. I
suppose in the context of things and to someone not afflicted by the restoration bug this may seem
to be a fairly minor thing but as I jigged around the garage celebrating my find, my feelings were on
a high too pleasurable to describe.
Back to the progress report. Another surprise discovery came after I had spent a half an hour or so at
the end of a previous day brushing Gunk onto particularly oily parts of the cars engine bay. Nothing
too significant in that but when began to wash the mixture off I discovered a strange protrusion
there emerged, like a small creature from the deeps a strange bracket arrangement with bits of wire
hanging of it that looked for all intents and purposes to be a sort of positive earthing arrangement.
See the photograph. I have yet to have an opportunity to look into someone’s complete and
unsullied engine bay but top of my list of things to check out is this little bracket. So, the next
significant event took place was the attack on the removal of the petrol tank. This was important to
do because it gave me access to the removal afterwards of the exhaust silencer system and then
leave the way clear for the long list of body work repairs that are becoming more and more evident
as go banging around the car. I began by jacking up the car and inserting supporting frames under
hefty pieces of timber at each end. This gave me reasonably unfettered access to the underside and
in particular to the nuts and bolts holding the petrol tank in place. I’ve sketched what it looks like for
my future reference and this can be seen below. The tank securing nuts came out fairly easily and it
looks to be fairly new. The disengagement of the filler pipe was something quite different and
because of the difficulty of access from inside the spare wheel compartment, it was a mammoth task
to cut through the rubber pipe and the 2 jubilee clips connecting the steel filler tube to the tank tube
connection, and then remove the filler pipe and its brackets from inside the body work. Once I
removed the tank from the underside of the car I sniffed it, as you do, and ascertained there was no
fuel left in it but there are a few bits of something rattling about in the tank which I ignored for the
time being, put the sender unit in a bag and labelled it as a job for a rainy day to free up the rheostat
arm and to basically refurbish the unit. I then sealed up the top of the tanks aperture and stored it in
the garage roof space. Another electrical point to note and check back on is that one of the bolts
securing the petrol tube bracket had a positive earthing wire terminal ring dangling from it inside the
spare wheel compartment. Hey ho, another electrical problem. Having spent quite some time under
the car the thing that struck me once again was the absolute sea of rusty panels without any
protection at all. The other thing that I wondered was the untreated skins of the car must act like the
skin of a drum when the car is in motion since there is no sound deadening treatment at all! Perhaps
the internal trim helps but it still seems to be something worth thinking about.

Next I donned PPE again and went down under to release the exhaust pipe system. Not surprisingly and after 81
years being stuck underneath the car with little or no protection it’s supporting clips and brackets were seized
solid with rust. I had tried to make the job easier by giving the fixings liberal doses of easing oil but I might as well
have urinated on them for all the good it did. The only ones that came out easily were the four nuts and bolts
securing the silencer flange to the engine manifold. These were in fact quite new fixings of entirely the wrong
type and whilst they were not loose they were not more than finger tight. I figured that this was another of the
quick fix jobs done to prepare the car foe sale before I bought it. My satisfaction at quickly removing these bolts
was short lived however when, working backwards I attempted to loosen the next fixing and the next. Almost
without exception I had to either split the nut or hacksaw through another one to get to the point where I
thought it would be necessary to try and separate the pipe into sections to effect it’s withdrawal from under the
car. Strangely, although the pipe was by now pretty wobbly there was still some thing holding it back. I looked
around and about the exhaust with a hand held lamp and saw one more bracket conveniently situated at the top
of the semi-circular part that goes over the rear axle. Again I had to hacksaw through the bolt which was no mean
feat let me tell on back and looking up with dirt dust rust and goodness knows what else cascading down over my
head. Thank goodness for the face shield! I was by now pondering once again how I could get the pipe out
without trying to separate the pipe into separate pieces when fate and the pipe decided it for me. The pipe,
clearly weakened by years of rust, snapped just behind the silencer box and a cloud of blackness was also
released and a goodly part of it fell onto me positioned as I was, just underneath it. Oh well I thought, something
else to add to the list of items to acquire. Needless to say, I retired for the night having stacked the now two
pieces of pipe in the corner of the garage for disposal later. Having experienced a particularly testing time over
the last few days I felt it was time to do something which was aligned with my intentions to restore Esmeralda but
was perhaps not quite so testing! I had met a chap from the British Motor Museum, Gaydon, at a classic car
display in Stratford and he had advised me that there was an Austin Seven Ruby on display there of the same
vintage as mine so after a careful bit of consultation I loaded myself and wife into the everyday car and off we
went. I must say that the Museum is a huge place, so big my request to be shown their Ruby caused some
consternation as no one seemed to know where it was. After a few bum leads I eventually found it next to the
café and after acquiring permission I had a good time crawling around it and taking lots of pictures of the interior
trim. I also settled the matter of the special metal stay at the bottom of the doors insofar as it is clearly a standard
fitting. I therefore have to make one for the driver’s side door as it is missing. Interestingly this car had no door
restraint straps? Less useful was the fact that the car also did not have a Pytchley Sunshine Roof since the roof
void had lost its Sunshine Roof at sometime in the past and had simply been infilled with a plain roof panel in one
section. How disappointing. Also unfortunately, the bonnet seemed to be locked in some way and no one seemed
to know how to unlock it so I had to accept that on this occasion I couldn’t check a few important points like the
mystery of the earthing (?), bracket. (see picture below repeated from another earlier blog). We had a nice cup of
tea and a piece of very nice lemon drizzle cake and we made our way out to leave. I stopped and chatted to the
staff about my failure to access the underside of the bonnet and they kindly changed my entry fee of £12 to a free
pass allowing me access for a year. Result! After we returned home and I had pondered the day’s events later in
the evening it occurred to me that I now had to decide whether to either start the removal of the body parts like
the wings, begin the process of preparing templates for the body work sheet metal repairs or to opt for the more
attractive prospect of repairing and replacing the timber work in various locations around the car. I’m a time

served carpenter and joiner so, which do think I decided upon. More later.

The mysterious bracket bolted to the engine bulkhead wall with clipped wires going nowhere.

Picture of the hole, cut into the floor of the rear seat panel to access the petrol sender unit and the unit itself
unbolted and left just lying loose on the top of the petrol tank. See the six set screw fixings for which I now have
the screws! Picture repeated from a previous blog.

The special door restraint bracket which I now believe is common to all Ruby Cars, the one from the driver’s side
is missing and I need to make a replacement.

Sketch of Petrol Tank.

Visit to Manor Farm - a few photos of the event, enjoyed by all who went.
Thanks to John Russell

Black Country Living Museum

AUGUST FRIDAY LATES ENTRY FORM

2nd/9th/16th/23rd/30th August 2019
Please complete and send with to Jane Allcock, Event Coordinator
Black Country Living Museum, Tipton Road, Dudley, West Midlands, DY1 4SQ
Tel: 0121 521 5696

Mob: 07789101013

Email: jane.allcock@bclm.com

NAME ________________________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS 1 ___________________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS 2 ___________________________________________________________________________
TOWN/CITY ___________________________________________________________________________
POSTCODE_________________________________________________________________________
TELEPHONE________________________________________________________________________
MOBILE____________________________________________________________________________
E-MAIL______________________________________________________________________________
IS VEHICLE
A CAR / COMMERCIAL VEHICLE / MOTOR CYCLE / MOTOR SCOOTER / BICYCLE
(Please ring appropriately)
MAKE OF VEHICLE ____________________________________________________________________
MODEL_____________________________________________________________________________
H.P.________________________________________________________________________________
REGISTRATION No____________________________________________________________________
1920’s
nd
2

YEAR OF MANUFACTURE (Please Circle)
DATE ATTENDING (of decade as above)
IS TRAILER SPACE REQUIRED?

1930’s
th
9

YES / NO

1940’s
th
16

1950’s
23rd

1960’s
30th

(Please ring appropriately)

PLEASE SEND OR BRING ALONG ON THE DAY OF EVENT A COPY OF CURRANT VEHICLE INSURANCE.

Please return completed entry form by MONDAY 29th JULY 2019
The personal details contained on this form will be stored securely and will only be used to help with the planning of Museum events. For
full details view our privacy policy on our website www.bclm.com
Please contact me should you wish to discuss anything related to this.

Entry to the event will be free of charge and entrants will be admitted with their vehicle, plus one free
passenger, in addition to the driver / rider. As a thank you for your help Fish ‘n’ Chip vouchers will be made
available to driver plus one passenger.
Drivers of the vehicles participating MUST refrain from drinking alcohol.
Dogs are not admitted to the Museum.
During the evening, entrants having roadworthy vehicles with current certificates of insurance (please bring a
copy along) and MOT will be allowed to drive around the site not exceeding the speed of 10mph. Please
adhere to the one way system in place (left only by Jerushah). You may also be asked to park up at certain

times. The Village area is out of bounds to motor vehicles. Entrants with non-roadworthy vehicles may
display their vehicle statically.
The Black Country Living Museum is an ideal venue for this event; entrants will be able to participate in all
the facilities of the Museum. These include a replica Newcomen steam pumping engine, an underground
coal mine, and a variety of domestic houses, industrial workshops and shops built in the 1900’s in our village
area. Food is available at the Workers Institute Café and Hobbs Fish & Chip Shop.
Friday Lates event details:
The Black Country Living Museum, Tipton Road,
Dudley, West Midlands, DY1 4SQ
nd

th

th

rd

th

2 /9 /16 /23 /30 August 2019
Entrants are requested to arrive after 4pm and ideally before 5pm
and stay until after 8pm
Modern vehicles are not allowed on site whilst museum is open to the public.
*******************************************************************************************************************************

Preparations for the 2019 show are well in hand
and we hope that a few of your members will
make the trek over to Brailes. There is no need
for them to book in as they can just turn up
on the day. We have a small display ring next
to the vehicle display area and we have a slot
for taking the vehicles around if any of your
members are game. Drivers will be briefed
on the day.

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
NB
Please let our secretary know which days you are intending to attend as we are having a club presence.
Don`t forget the AGM 24th September.

